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Ask a question, get an answer! Ask about a product or service that you would like more information about.NEW DELHI: Jai Shri Ram, Jai Jai Kalidas, Jai Jagdishchandra, Jai Vishnu, Jai Hanuman, Jai Shri Krishna, and Jai Jai Hanuman are some more names the BJP was set to put on Thursday's prime ministerial candidate list. A BJP spokesman said it was the most extensive exercise carried out by the party. "Any party wishing to contest needs to submit
with its nomination list," he said.A seven-member BJP team, headed by Union Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad, has visited the polling centres in all the states to know which names will be put up on the nomination papers of all the big parties.How is the exercise conducted?The party leader explains the process of nomination and the names come up from the top of the list after the BJP figures were decided upon by party leadership. The BJP is yet
to fix the cutoff date for submission of names of the PM candidate by the parties.This is the first time that the party has decided to go ahead with listing all the names the electoral battle has proved difficult for.The party has invited the names of all the sitting MPs from Karnataka and MNS leader Raj Thackeray has refused to give his name. The party is still in touch with people who have submitted names.The Aam Aadmi Party is yet to announce its

candidate. All the other parties are in a hurry to name their candidates.The party will announce its PM candidate at a press conference on Friday.Château Barrière Château Barrière () is a commune in the Haute-Vienne department in the Nouvelle-Aquitaine region of western France. Geography The river Ardre flows through the commune and forms the northern border. See also Communes of the Haute-Vienne department References INSEE
Category:Communes of Haute-Vienne Category:LimousinQ: How do I get reputation in an answer? All it shows for me in my rep is that I have a big rep in a question. I'd like to be able to get to the next step. I want to answer questions. How do I get a reputation for answering questions? A: You have to
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